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QUIDDITY SEQUENCES FOR SL3-FRIEZE PATTERNS
JORDAN MCMAHON
Abstract. In this article we introduce the idea of a superimposed triangula-
tion and clarify how these triangulations may be used to understand quiddity
sequences for SL3-frieze patterns.
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1. Introduction
The theory of cluster algebras, introduced by Fomin and Zelevinsky in [9], [10],
is remarkable for its ability to bring together many different areas of research.
Perhaps the best illustration of this powerful theory is the frieze pattern. Frieze
patterns convey the bijection between triangulations of a polygon and clusters of
the homogeneous coordinate ring CrGrp2, nqs, whilst remaining easy to understand.
The bijection between triangulations of polygons and frieze patterns with positive
integers was shown by Conway and Coxeter in [5], see also [14] for a survey, and
the essential ingredient in this bijection is the quiddity sequence.
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Generalisations of frieze patterns have been studied in various forms for decades,
starting with the SL3-frieze patterns introduced in [6]. However, quiddity se-
quences for the SL3-frieze patterns have remained elusive. We denote the set of
clusters of Plu¨cker coordinates in the cluster structure of CrGrpk, nqs by Sk,n. The
dimer algebras associated to each such cluster are interesting in their own right,
and recent studies include [2], [8], [11], [13], [18], [20]; see also [4] and [12] for their
connections to other areas of research.
For particular clusters in Sk,n, whose dimer algebras are rectangular (see Defini-
tion 4.1), we can use results of Scott [21] and Oh-Postnikov-Speyer [16] to define
pk ´ 1q-superimposed triangulations of a polygon (Definition 4.7) as well as higher
quiddity sequences (Definition 5.1).
Proposition 1.1 ( Proposition 4.8). Let C P Sk,n be a rectangular cluster. Then
C induces a pair of 2-superimposed triangulations of an n-gon.
This restricts to the following description, where a cluster of quadrilateral type
refers to the quadrilateral arrangements found in [21], see also Subsection 4.1. In
this case we have a nice generalisation of the classical quiddity sequences intro-
duced by Conway and Coxeter [5].
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.4). Let C P S3,n be a rectangular cluster of quadri-
lateral type. Then the first (respectively final) non-trivial row of the associated
SL3-frieze pattern is a quiddity sequence of order n pa1, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anq (respectively
pb1, b2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bnq) obtained by defining each ai (respectively bi) to be one plus the
number of arcs containing i in one of the respective 2-superimposed triangulations.
In general we can obtain a quiddity sequence from either a row of the SL3-
frieze pattern, or from the 2-superimposed triangulation, but they may not be
equal. It is also of note that rectangular-shaped quivers, albeit on a torus, have
been studied in [3]. The description of a cluster of Plu¨cker coordinates in the
coordinate ring CrGrp3, nqs as superimposing triangulations on a polygon contrasts
with the description that tilting modules of higher Auslander algebras of linearly
oriented type A, that are summands of the cluster-tilting modules, correspond to
triangulations of a cyclic polytope [17].
2. Frieze Patterns
2.1. Coxeter’s Frieze Patterns.
Definition 2.1. In the sense of Coxeter, a frieze pattern is an infinite array of
numbers that satisfies the following conditions:
‚ The array has finitely many rows .
‚ The top and bottom rows consist of only zeroes; the second and penultimate
rows consist of only ones.
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‚ Consecutive rows are displayed with a shift, and every diamond
a
b c
d
satisfies the unimodular rule: bc´ ad “ 1.
Note that we omit, by convention, the top and bottom rows of zeroes from the
frieze pattern.
Example 2.2. Examples of Coxeter’s frieze patterns include:
1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 2 2 1 3 1 2 2
12 2 1 3 1 2 2 1 3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3
22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
24 1 2 2 2 1 4 1 2
33 3 1 3 3 1 3 3 1
2 2 2 1 4 1 2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A frieze pattern is said to be of width n if it has n rows strictly between the
border rows of ones at the top and bottom.
2.2. SL3-Frieze Patterns. The easiest way to understand the unimodular rule is
to interpret it as a 2ˆ2-matrix determinant. So it makes sense to question whether
there are frieze patterns defined by 3 ˆ 3-matrix determinants. As introduced in
[6], an SL3-frieze pattern is defined as in Definition 2.1, with the only changes
being an extra row of zeroes at each of the top and bottom of the frieze, and that
each 3 ˆ 3-matrix has determinant one. Examples are given in Example 2.3. By
convention, we again neglect to write the zeroes in the pattern.
Example 2.3. Examples of SL3-friezes include
1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
22 4 1 2 4 1 2 4 1
11 4 2 1 4 2 1 4 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 3 2 1 6 1 2 3 2
11 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3. Background
3.1. Plu¨cker Relations. Recall that the Grassmannian of all k-dimensional sub-
spaces of Cn, Grpk, nq, can be embedded into the projective space Pp^kpCnqq via
the Plu¨cker embedding. The coordinates of ^kpCnq are called the Plu¨cker coor-
dinates and are indexed by the k-subsets I “ ti1, i2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iku Ă t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu, where
1 ď i1 ď i2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ik ď n. The coordinate defined by an ordered subset
ti1, i2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iku will be denoted pi1i2¨¨¨ik .
The ordering of elements in a k-multiset may not always be known; the definition
of the Plu¨cker coordinates may be extended to allow for this. By convention,
rearrangements of Plu¨cker coordinates are treated by setting
pi1¨¨¨iris¨¨¨ik “ ´pi1¨¨¨isir¨¨¨ik .(1)
In particular, if ir “ is then pi1¨¨¨irir¨¨¨ik “ 0. The Plu¨cker embedding satisfies the
determinantal Plu¨cker relations. In the case k “ 2, the Plu¨cker relations are
pacpbd “ pabpcd ` padpbc,
for all 1 ď a ă b ă c ă d ď n. For a pk ´ 1q-multiset I “ ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ik´1u Ă
t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu, let pIik be the Plu¨cker coordinate for the k-multiset ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ik´1, iku;
pIikik`1 the Plu¨cker coordinate for the k ` 1-multiset ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ik´1, ik, ik`1u and so
on. Then, more generally, the Plu¨cker relations for k ą 2 are generated by the
relations
pIacpIbd “ pIabpIcd ` pIadpIbc,(2)
where I is a pk ´ 2q-muliset of t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. Another set of generating relations for
the pk, nq-Plu¨cker relations is the set of relations
kÿ
r“0
p´1qnpi1i2¨¨¨ik´1jrpj0¨¨¨ pjr¨¨¨jk “ 0(3)
where 1 ď i0 ă i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ik´1 ď n and 1 ď j0 ă j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ jk ď n.
3.2. Alternating Strand Diagrams. Scott’s work on Grassmannian cluster al-
gebras in [21] is vital to the understanding of SLk-frieze patterns. Underlying
the proof that the homogeneous coordinate ring of a Grassmannian Grpk, nq is a
cluster algebra are objects called alternating strand diagrams.
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Definition 3.1. Two k-subsets I and J are said to be non-crossing (also referred
to as weakly separated in some articles such as [16]) if there do not exist elements
s ă t ă u ă v (ordered modulo n) where s, u P I, s, u R J and t, v P J , t, v R I.
A cluster of Plu¨cker coordinates in the cluster structure of Grpk, nq is a maximal
collection of pairwise non-crossing k-subsets of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. It was proven in [7],
[16] that a collection of pairwise non-crossing k-subsets of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu is maximal
if and only if it has pk ´ 1qpn´ k ´ 1q ` n members.
Note that there is bijection between maximal collections of pairwise non-crossing
k-subsets of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu and maximal collections of pairwise non-crossing pn´kq-
subsets of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu obtained by replacing each subset in the collection with its
complement.
Let C be a disc with n vertices t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu “: C1 prescribed clockwise around
its boundary circle. A pk, nq-alternating strand diagram D consists of n directed
curves called strands between the points of C1, such that at each vertex i P
t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu there is a single strand starting at i, which then ends at the vertex
i` k pmod nq, subject to the conditions:
‚ Only two strands may cross at a given point, and all crossings are transver-
sal.
‚ There are finitely many crossing points.
‚ Proceeding along a given strand, the other strands crossing it alternate
between crossing it left to right and right to left.
‚ A strand cannot intersect itself.
‚ If two strands intersect at points x and y (where x an y are also allowed
to be points along the boundary), then one strand is oriented from x to y
and the other from y to x.
If in addition, upon proceeding along a given strand, no other strand crosses it
twice in a row, then the alternating strand diagram is said to be reduced. Note
that alternating strand diagrams must be considered up to isotopy: two alternating
strand diagrams are said to be equivalent if they can be obtained from each other
via “twists”. Any alternating stand diagram can be obtained from one of reduced
type via twists, and henceforth we will assume all alternating strand diagrams
are of reduced type. For more details on twists and dimer algebras arising from
alternating strand diagrams, see [2].
Example 3.2. The following is an example of a (reduced) p2, 5q-alternating strand
diagram, D.
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Recall that a quiver Q is a directed graph with a set Q0 of vertices and a set Q1
of arrows.
Definition 3.3. Let D be a pk, nq-alternating strand diagram. The corresponding
dimer algebra associated with D, ApDq :“ kQpDq{IpDq is defined as follows. The
quiver QpDq has a vertex for each region of D that is bounded by strands which
have alternating orientation, and arrows corresponding to the intersection points of
two alternating regions. As we are assuming that D is a reduced pk, nq-alternating
strand diagram, there can be no two-cycles in the quiver QpDq. There is a set
of boundary arrows which connect the vertices on the boundary of the disc, with
orientation depending on the order of the two incident strands. Each vertex has
a label given by a k-subset I of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu; each element i P I given by a strand
from i to i`k that contains the given region on its left. By convention, each label
ti1, i2, ¨ ¨ ¨ iku will be displayed as i1i2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ik.
Every non-boundary arrow α in QpDq is contained in two cycles, one clockwise
and one anti-clockwise. These cycles are αρ`α and αρ
´
α respectively. Set
IpDq “ xρ`α ´ ρ
´
α |α a non-boundary arrow in QpDqy.
Theorem 3.4. [21] There is a bijection between the clusters in Sk,n and (reduced)
pk, nq-alternating strand diagrams.
3.3. Plabic Graphs. Plabic graphs were introduced in [19], see also [2], [16]. Just
as in Defintion 3.3, where a k-subset was associated to each alternating region, we
may associate a colour to each oriented region: specifically, we draw a white node
in each clockwise region and a black node in each anti-clockwise region, as in
Figure 2. In addition, a (non-coloured) boundary vertex is added to each of the
initial marked points on the disc. The nodes of neighbouring oriented regions are
then connected with an edge to form a plabic graph. Note that, just as alternating
strand diagrams may be reduced, there are reduced plabic graphs - a plabic graph is
reduced if each black node neighbours only white nodes and vice versa. A reduced
alternating strand diagram gives rise to a reduced plabic graph.
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Figure 1. For the (2,5)-alternating strand diagram D in Example
3.2, the quiver QpDq is as follows. Below, we add labels to each
vertex.
‚‚
‚
‚
‚
‚ ‚
4534
23
12
51
24 14
Fix a cluster C in Sk,n. By Theorem 3.4, C has an associated alternating strand
diagram, and hence we can define the (reduced) plabic graph associated with C.
Let C be a cluster in Sk,n, and K be a pk ´ 1q-subset of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. If there
are at least three subsets I P C that satisfy K Ă I, then the collection of I P C
such that K Ă I is a white clique in C, WpKq. Each white clique is of the form
pK Y ti0u, K Y ti1u, ¨ ¨ ¨ , K Y tiluq,
where i0 ă i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă il modulo n.
Likewise, let L be a pk ` 1q-subset of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. If there are at least three
subsets J P C such that J Ă L, then the collection of J P C such that J Ă L
defines a black clique in C, BpLq is. Each black clique is of the form
pLztj0u, Lztj1u, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lztjmuq,
where j0 ă j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jm modulo n.
The white (respectively black) cliques in C correspond to the white (respectively
black) vertices in the plabic graph associated with C. In Figure 2, there are three
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Figure 2. The plabic graph associated to the alternating strand
diagram D from Example 3.2, where we have omitted the boundary
vertices.
4534
23
12
51
24 14
˝
˝ ˝
‚ ‚
‚
white cliques:
p41, 42, 43, 45q,
p12, 14, 15q,
p21, 23, 24q,
which are Wpt4uq, Wpt1uq and Wpt2uq respectively. Likewise, there are three
black cliques:
p45, 15, 14q,
p24, 14, 12q,
p34, 24, 23q,
which are the black cliques Bpt1, 4, 5uq, Bpt1, 2, 4uq and Bpt2, 3, 4uq.
3.4. Mutation. To summarise the previous sections, each cluster C P Sk,n can be
described as a maximal collection of pairwise non-crossing k-subsets of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu.
To each cluster we may associate a (reduced) pk, nq-alternating strand diagram, a
dimer algebra and a (reduced) plabic graph.
Definition 3.5. Let C P Sk,n and I Y ta, cu “: J P C for some pk ´ 2q-subset I.
Then if there exist b, d P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu such that a ă b ă c ă d modulo n and the
k-subsets I Y ta, bu, I Y tc, du, I Y ta, du, I Y tb, cu P C, then C may be mutated at
I Y ta, cu by replacing I Y ta, cu with the k-subset I Y tb, du.
For a given cluster C P Sk,n, a mutation at J P C to a new cluster C
1 P Sk,n is only
possible when there are four subsets as in Definition 3.5. Equivalently, a mutation
at a non-interval subset J is possible if J is contained in precisely two white cliques
and two black cliques in C. Alternatively, a mutation at a non-interval subset J
is possible if the vertex j corresponding to J , in the quiver of the dimer algebra
associated with C has precisely two arrows starting and two arrows ending at it.
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In this case, the effect on the quiver Q of the dimer algebra associated with C can
be described using Fomin-Zelevinsky quiver mutation [9]:
(1) For all possible paths i Ñ j Ñ k in Q, add an arrow i Ñ k.
(2) Reverse all arrows incident with j.
(3) Remove all possible two-cycles.
For more information on mutations of clusters in Sk,n, we refer to [2] for muta-
tions of dimer algebras, [16] for mutations of plabic graphs and [21] for mutations
of alternating strand diagrams.
4. Rectangular frieze patterns
Definition 4.1. Following Scott [21, Section 4], a k-subset I Ă t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu is a
double-interval subset if it is of the form I “ I1
Ů
I2 where I1 and I2 are interval
subsets. A cluster C P Sk,n is rectangular if every subset in C is a double-interval
subset.
Every interval subset is automatically a double-interval subset. We will, again
following the notation of Scott, sometimes partition the label of a double-interval
subset with a comma to show the double interval. For example, we may write the
label of the 4-subset t1, 2, 3, 7u as 123, 7.
4.1. Cliques for Rectangular Clusters. Let C be a rectangular cluster in the
cluster structure of Grpk, nq. We say that a non-interval subset I P C is an hori-
zontal edge subset of C if I “ ti, i` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i` k ´ 2, ju, a vertical edge subset of C
if I “ ti, i` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨pj, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i`ku. We say that I is an edge subset of C if it is either a
horizontal or a vertical edge subset of C and I is a corner subset of C if it is both.
It should be noted that if we consider C as a cluster in Sn´k,n by replacing each
k-subset in C with its complement, then vertical edge subsets become horizontal
edge subsets and vice versa.
For the rectangular cluster C depicted in Figure 3, the 4-subsets with labels
1237, 2347, 2678 and 3678 are all horizontal edge subsets of C. Likewise the 4-
subsets with labels 1278 and 3467 are vertical edge subsets of C and the 4-subsets
with labels 2789, 9127, 3457 and 4678 are all corner subsets of C.
Recall that for a cluster C P Sk,n, a collection of k-subsets in C are in a white
clique WpKq if they share a pk ´ 1q-subset K, and in a black clique BpLq if they
are all contained in the same pk ` 1q-subset L.
Two subsets I, J P C are said to be neighbours if their corresponding vertices
in the quiver of the dimer algebra associated with C are connected by an arrow.
In the quiver of the dimer algebra associated with C, every vertex in the interior
must have an even number of neighbours - each arrow must be contained in both
a clockwise and an anti-clockwise cycle. In addition, we are assuming that this
quiver contains no two-cycles. So each non-interval subset in C must have at least
four neighbours. This implies that each non-interval subset in C must belong to
at least two white cliques and two black cliques.
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Figure 3. An example of the quiver and plabic graph associated
to a rectangular cluster in Sk,n, where again we have omitted the
boundary vertices of the plabic graph.
7891 56786789
2,789 2,678 3,678 4,678
4567
12,78 23,78 23,67 34,67
912,7 123,7 234,7 345,7
8912 1234 34569123 2345
˝ ˝ ˝ ˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝
˝ ˝
˝
‚ ‚ ‚
‚
‚ ‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
Lemma 4.2. Let C be a rectangular cluster in Sk,n. Then the following hold:
‚ For each clique of C that contains an interval subset as a member, each non-
interval subset in the clique must be an edge subset, and all edge subsets in
this clique must be of the same type (horizontal or vertical).
‚ Each clique of C that does not contain an interval subset must have either
three or four members.
‚ If two non-interval subsets I, J P C are neighbours, then there is a black
clique BpI Y Jq and a white clique WpI X Jq in C.
Proof. Let J be a pk´1q-subset defining a white clique in C that contains an interval
subset. Then either J “ ti, i`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i`k´2u or J “ ti, i`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,pj, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i`k´1u.
Any member of the white clique defined by J must be of the form JYtau for some
1 ď a ď n, a R J . In the first case, J Y tau “ ti, i` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i` k ´ 2, au is either a
horizontal edge subset or an interval subset.
In the second case, for J Y tau to be a double-interval subset, we must have
either a “ j and J Y tau is an interval subset, or a P ti ´ 1, i ` ku in which case
J Y tau is a vertical edge subset. The proof for black cliques is similar.
For the second part, by definition, any clique in a reduced plabic graph must
have at least three members. We will first show that any white clique defined by a
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non-interval pk´1q-subset J has at most four members. Without loss of generality,
let
J “ ti, i` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i` l, j, j ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , j ` pk ´ l ´ 3qu.
There are only four possible double-interval subsets that may belong to the white
clique defined by J : JYti´1u, JYti` l`1u, JYtj´1u and JYtj`pk´ l´2qu.
On the other hand, let J be a non-interval pk ` 1q-subset defining a black clique
in C. So without loss of generality
J “ ti, i` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i` l, j, j ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , j ` pk ´ l ´ 1qu.
There are only four possible members of this clique: Jztiu, Jzti ` lu, Jztju and
Jztj ` pk ´ l ´ 1qu. Any clique not containing an interval subset must be of one
of these two forms.
The final part follows from Section 9 of [16]. 
Let a clique that does not contain an interval subset be an internal clique, and
one that does contain an interval subset a boundary clique. From Lemma 4.2, we
know that an internal clique defined by a subset J must have at most four members;
these four subsets form the (hypothetical) square associated with J . The subsets
in any such square have a natural cyclic ordering. So for a given cluster C P Sk,n
and non-interval subset I P C, we say a k-subset I 1 (not necessarily in C) is an
opposite of I if there is an internal clique of C, defined by a subset J , where I and
I 1 are at opposite points in the square associated with J . Note that I 1 does not
have to be contained in C.
Example 4.3. For example, take the cluster C from Figure 3. There is an internal
white clique Wpt3, 6, 7uq P C. The square associated with t3, 6, 7u has elements with
labels
2367, 3467, 3567, 3678.
This implies that the subsets with labels 2367 and 3567 are opposites, just as 3467
and 3678 are. In particular, the subset with label 3567 is not in C, but it has an
opposite which is.
The following proposition is a key result that we may use to define superimposed
triangulations.
Proposition 4.4. Let C be a rectangular cluster in Sk,n, and let I “ ti, ¨ ¨ ¨ j ´
1, j, l, l ` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ , mu P C, where pj ´ iq ` pm´ lq “ k ´ 2. Then:
‚ If i ă j ď i` k ´ 2 then precisely one of the k-subsets with label
i ¨ ¨ ¨ pj ´ 1q, pl ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨m or
pi` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ j, l ¨ ¨ ¨ pm` 1q
is also in C.
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‚ If i ď j ă i` k ´ 2 then precisely one of the k-subsets with label
pi´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ j, l ¨ ¨ ¨ pm´ 1q or
i ¨ ¨ ¨ pj ` 1q, pl ` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨m
is also in C.
Proof. Let J1 be the subset with label i ¨ ¨ ¨ pj ´ 1q, pl ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨m and J2 the subset
with label pi ` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ j, l ¨ ¨ ¨ pm ` 1q. Likewise let K1 be the subset with label
ipi´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ j, l ¨ ¨ ¨ pm´1q and K2 the subset with label i ¨ ¨ ¨ pj`1q, pl`1q ¨ ¨ ¨m The
pair of subsets J1 and J2 are crossing, just as the pair of subsets K1 and K2 are,
so at most one of each pair may be in the cluster C.
Observe that there are at least two and at most four (internal) white cliques
in C containing I - the four potential white cliques are WpI X J1q, WpI X J2q,
WpI XK1q and WpI XK2q. Assume there is a white clique WpI X J1q in C, and
J1 R C. Then this white clique in C has three members,
WpI X J1q “ pI, I X J1 Y tm` 1u, I X J1 Y ti´ 1uq.
By Lemma 4.2, there is a black clique in C given by BpI Y tm ` 1uq, which must
have at least three members. Two members are given by I and IXJ1Ytm`1u; a
third member could be either J2 (which by assumption is not in C) or the subset
with label i ¨ ¨ ¨ j, pl ` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pm ` 1q, which is crossing with I X J1 Y ti ´ 1u, as
i´ 1 ă j ă l ă m` 1 modulo n.
So we cannot have either white cliques WpI X J1q or WpI X J2q in C. This
means both WpI XK1q and WpI XK2q must be white cliques in C. This implies,
by the same argument as above, that either K1 or K2 is in C. Let K1 P C, and
K2 R C. Then there is a black clique BpI YK1q in C, and there may only be one
other black clique in C containing I. As K2 R C, we have I X K2 Y ti ´ 1u P C
but I XK2 Y tm ` 1u R BpI YK1q. So the other black clique in C is of the form
BpI Y tm` 1uq. But there can be no member of the white clique WpI XK1q that
also belongs to BpI Y tm` 1uq, a contradiction. This implies that either J1 or J2
is in C. Similarly, either K1 or K2 is in C. 
Proposition 4.4 implies a structure for the subsets within each rectangular cluster
in Sk,n. Observe that for each rectangular cluster C P Sk,n, the set of complements
of members of C are a rectangular cluster in Sn´k,n.
Definition 4.5. Let C be a rectangular cluster in Sk,n. Then the lattice interior
of C is constructed as follows: For each 1 ď l ď k ´ 1, the lth row is the collection
of subsets in C of the form ti, i ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i ` l ´ 1, j, ¨ ¨ ¨ , j ` k ´ l ´ 2u. For each
1 ď m ď n ´ k ´ 1, the mth column is the collection of subsets in C whose
complements form the mth row.
4.2. Superimposed Triangulations. Let C be a rectangular cluster, and con-
sider the subset I :“ ti ¨ ¨ ¨ j, l ¨ ¨ ¨mu P C. Define the lower arc of I, denoted by qI
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to be the arc pi, lq. Likewise, defined the upper arc of I, denoted by pI to be the
arc pj,mq. In this section we study the properties of collections of upper and lower
arcs.
Let b and r be positive integers. Then a pb, rq-tiling of the n-gon is a tiling of the
n-gon where one tile is a pb` 2q-gon, one is an pr` 2q-gon and the remaining tiles
are triangles. Fix an integer n. Let I be a pb, rq-tiling and let J be a pb`1, r´1q-
tiling. Then I and J are said to be non-crossing if whenever an arc α in the tiling
I intersects an arc β in the tiling J , then an endpoint of α and an endpoint of β
are adjacent to each other on the boundary of the n-gon.
Example 4.6. It should be kept in mind that pb, rq-tilings arise from rectangular
clusters. For example, take the cluster from Figure 3, there are three rows in the
lattice interior:
912, 7; 123, 7; 234, 7; 345, 7
12, 78; 23, 78; 23, 67; 34, 67
2, 789; 2, 678; 3, 678; 4, 678
By taking the collection of lower arcs, we obtain for each row the arcs:
p9, 7q; p1, 7q; p2, 7q; p3, 7q
p1, 7q; p2, 7q; p2, 6q; p3, 6q
p2, 7q; p2, 6q; p3, 6q; p4, 6q
These collections determine the following tilings, respectively a p1, 3q-tiling, a p2, 2q-
tiling and a p3, 1q-tiling.
1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
It can be observed that the arcs p2, 6q and p3, 7q of Example 4.6 are crossing,
although they arise as lower arcs from non-crossing 4-subsets. This motivates the
following defintion.
Definition 4.7. Let I1 be a p1, k ´ 1q-tiling of the n-gon, I2 a p2, k ´ 2q-tiling of
the n-gon and so on.
The collection tI1, I2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ik´1u is a pk ´ 1q-superimposed triangulation of the
n-gon if for each 1 ď j ď k ´ 1, Ij and Ij`1 are non-crossing .
Then we have the main result of this section.
Proposition 4.8. Let C P Sk,n be a rectangular cluster. Then the collection of
lower arcs
tqI|I P Cu
determines a pk ´ 1q-superimposed triangulation. In addition, the collection of
upper arcs
tpI|I P Cu
also determines a pk ´ 1q-superimposed triangulation.
Proof. It follows from the description in Proposition 4.4 that for each 1 ď l ď k´1,
the collection of lower arcs for the lth each row defines a pl, k ´ lq-tiling of the n-
gon. If s ă t ă u ă v modulo n and rs, us is a lower arc in the l-th row and pt, vq
is a lower arc in the pl ` 1q-th row (or vice-versa), then for the two associated
subsets to be non-crossing, we must have that either s and t are adjacent on the
boundary of the n-gon, or u and v are adjacent on the boundary of the n-gon.
This implies that the pl, k´ lq-tiling and pl` 1, k´ l´ 1q-tiling arising from C are
non-crossing. So the collection of lower arcs determines a pk ´ 1q-superimposed
triangulation. Similarly, the collection of upper arcs defines pk ´ 1q-superimposed
triangulation. 
5. SL3-frieze patterns
In this section, we will analyse SL3-frieze patterns more closely. Much of this
theory is expected to generalise to higher dimensions, but some concepts do not
generalise so easily. Especially, quiddity sequences are harder to understand in
higher dimensions.
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It has been observed in [15, Section 3.2], see also [14, Section 3.4], that any
SLk-frieze of width n ´ k ´ 1 determines a point on the Grassmannian Grpk, nq.
Conversely, it was shown in [1, Theorem 3.1] that any cluster in S3,n gives rise to
an SL3-frieze pattern. We also refer to [13, Section 5] for an explanation of this
connection.
Definition 5.1. Let P be a SLk-frieze pattern. Define the forwards quiddity
element at i to be ppi´1qpipi`1q¨¨¨pi`k´1q and likewise the reverse quiddity element at
i to be ppi´k`1q¨¨¨pi´1qpipi`1q. A forwards (respectively reverse) quiddity sequence of
order n is the list of forwards (respectively reverse) quiddity elements at i for
1 ď i ď n.
By Proposition 4.8, a rectangular cluster in Sk,n determines both a lower and
an upper 2-superimposed triangulation. Let C P Sk,n be a rectangular cluster of
quadrilateral type. Scott [21, Theorem 1] proves that the k-subsets in C consist
of all possible double-interval k-subsets of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu whose lower arcs appear
in the snake triangulation of a n-gon (having preassigned a cyclic ordering of the
vertices of the n-gon).
Example 5.2. The snake triangulation of a hexagon may be labelled as follows:
3 4
5
6
7
1
2
The double-interval subsets whose lower arcs coincide with one of the diagonals
of this triangulation are:
t12, 6u t23, 6u t23, 5u
t2, 67u t2, 56u t3, 56u
which is a maximal collection of non-interval, pairwise non-crossing 3-subsets of
t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 7u.
Let P be the rectangular p3, nq-frieze pattern which arises from a rectangular
cluster C P Sk,n. Define the lower quiddity sequence of P to be the sequence of
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t1`Lpiq|1 ď i ď nu, where Lpiq is the number of lower arcs of C containing i. The
upper quiddity sequence of P is defined similarly.
Example 5.3. The maximal collection of non-consecutive, pairwise non-crossing
3-subsets of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 7u from Example 5.2 determines the following lower super-
imposed triangulation. The lower quiddity sequence is indicated by the numbers on
the outside of the hexagon.
2 1
4
4
1
2
5
If a cluster C P Sk,n is of quadrilateral type, we say the SL3-frieze pattern it
determines is also of quadrilateral type.
Theorem 5.4. For a given SL3-frieze pattern of quadrilateral type, its lower quid-
dity sequence is the same as its reverse quiddity sequence. Likewise, its upper
quiddity sequence is the same as its forwards quiddity sequence.
Proof. Let C P S3,n be the rectangular cluster that gives rise to an SL3-frieze pat-
tern P that is of quadrilateral type. Consider the lower superimposed triangulation
first - we calculate Lpiq, the number of lower arcs that contain each vertex i. The
cluster C has an explicit description as the subsets:
ti, i` 1, n´ iu @1 ď i ă n{2´ 1
ti, i` 1, n´ i` 1u @2 ď i ă n{2´ 1
ti, n ´ i, n´ i` 1u @2 ď i ă n{2´ 1
ti, n ´ i` 1, n´ i` 2u @2 ď i ă n{2
First, it is clear that ti ´ 1, i` 1, i ` 2u is crossing with ti, i` 1, n ´ iu, ti, i`
1, n` 1´ iu, ti, n ´ i, n´ i` 1u or ti, n ´ i` 1, n ´ i` 2u if and only if they are
themselves non-interval subsets.
So we claim ppi´1qpi`1qpi`2q “ Lpiq ` 1. This is certainly true if Lpiq “ 0 - then
ti´ 1, i` 1, i` 2u P C.
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If i is such that Lpiq “ 4, then
ppi´1qpi`1qpi`2q “ pipi`1qpn´iqppi´1qpi`1qpi`2q
“ ppi´1qpi`1qpn´iqpipi`1qpi`2q ` ppi´1qipi`1qppi`1qpi`2qpn´iq
“ ppi´1qpi`1qpn´iq ` 1
ppi´1qpi`1qpn´iq “ pipi`1qpn´i`1qppi´1qpi`1qpn´iq
“ ppi´1qpi`1qpn´i`1qpipi`1qpn´iq ` ppi`1qpn´iqpn´i`1qppi´1qipi`1q
“ ppi´1qpi`1qpn´i`1q ` 1
ppi´1qpi`1qpn´i`1q “ pipn´iqpn´i`1qppi´1qpi`1qpn´i`1q
“ ppi´1qpn´iqpn´i`1qpipi`1qpn´i`1q
` ppi´1qipn´i`1qppi`1qpn´iqpn´i`1q
“ pipi`1qpn´i`1q ` 1
pipi`1qpn´i`1q “ pipn´i`1qpn´i`2qppi´1qpn´iqpn´i`1q
“ ppi´1qpn´i`1qpn´i`2qpipn´iqpn´i`1q
` ppn´iqpn´i`1qpn´i`2qppi´1qipn´i`1q
“ 2,
This shows that 5 “ ppi´1qpi`1qpi`2q “ Lpiq ` 1. Now let Lpiq “ 3, and assume
without loss of generality that i “ n ´ 1. In this case ti, i ` 1, n ´ iu “ tn ´
1, n, 1u is an interval, and a similar calculation to the above shows ppi´1qpi`1qpi`2q “
4. Continuing in this fashion shows that, if Lpiq “ 2 or Lpiq “ 1, then also
ppi´1qpi`1qpi`2q “ Lpiq ` 1, which shows the lower quiddity sequence is the same
as the reverse quiddity sequence. Reversing the orientation shows that the upper
quiddity sequence is the same as the forwards quiddity sequence. 
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